Abstract
Introduction
Image retrieval has received much attention from researchers in the area of image understanding [1] . In the last decade significant progress has been made in the development of image retrieval. Generally, image retrieval studies can be classified into three categories: traditional text based annotation, CBIR and AIA [2] . CBIR can index and retrieve images automatically using visual features. But CBIR always suffers from the problem of so-called semantic gap, and fail to achieve satisfactory retrieval results [3] . AIA was proposed to overcome the shortcoming. The aim of AIA is to automatically assign a few relevant keywords to new images base on their visual contents [4] . Then image retrieval can be formulated as text retrieval problem. Unfortunately, AIA is a challenging task, and the annotation results are usually incomplete and contained wrong concepts [5] . Obviously the performance of retrieval is seriously affected if these annotations are used directly.
The limitation of image retrieval algorithms motivated researchers to develop new frameworks to retrieve desired images. In order to improve retrieval performance, automatic query expansion method was introduced in image retrieval. Zhou et. al., [6] used a soft query expansion approach based on keyword similarity matrix learned through user relevance feedback information, to infer keywords related to the query. However, there are not always enough feedback information to make the methods perform effectively. A context expansion approach was explored by expanding the key regions of the queries using highly correlated environmental regions in [7] , to take advantages of the correlations between image key regions and environmental regions. Recently, an retrieval framework based on automatic query expansion in a concept feature space was presented by generalizing the vector space model of information retrieval in [8] , where images are modeled as 'bag of concepts'. Most of these methods used visual features with semantic information.
In this paper, we incorporate semantic annotation into CBIR via query expansion approach. The image retrieval process is showed in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Framework of Query Expansion for Image Retrieval Incorporated Semantic Annotations
In this method, visual features are extracted first of all and automatic image annotation is performed using Modified keywords transfer mechanism (MKT) for the test images. Then for a query image, its visual features and annotated keywords are matched separately with test images. And images are ranked by sorting their match scores in descending order. We detail our approach in the following.
Proposed Approach

Visual Feature Extraction and Automatic Image Annotation
Commonly used visual features in CBIR include color, texture and shape. It has been shown that employing multiple kinds of features to describe an image is a good choice for image annotation and retrieval. We choose to extract six visual features to comprehensively represent images, including Color Layout descriptor, Scalable Color descriptor, Grid Color Moment, Edge Histogram descriptor, Homogeneous Texture descriptor and Wavelet Moment.
Then images can be annotated. MKT is used here as the annotation model due to its good performance [9] . Please refer to [9] for more information regarding MKT.
Query Expansion Using Annotations for CBIR
When a query image is given, the corresponding visual features and semantic annotations are obtained by applying the steps above, and both of them are used as the query terms. For a query image, its visual features and annotated keywords are matched separately with the annotated images.
The visual distance between two images is the sum of normalized distance between their six visual features. Semantic similarity is another determining factor. Several techniques are proposed to compute semantic similarity between keywords, such as information content based and graph-based similarity measure. They are proposed for finely annotated keywords. However, keywords obtained through AIA are incomplete and noisy. In addition, there are usually more than one semantic keywords assigned to one image. Hence, we just make use of shared keywords of two images. For simplicity, the number of shared keywords is considered as the measurement of semantic similarity. As the number of shared keywords of two images increase, the similarity grows linearly.
Then for each pair of images, the visual similarity and semantic similarity are normalized respectively, and the sum of the two determines the total similarity between two images. For each query image, retrieved images are ranked by sorting the similarity scores in descending order.
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Experiments and Discussion
Experimental Data and Performance Metrics
To test the performance of the proposed approach, automatic image annotation and image retrieval experiments are conducted on the PascalVOC07 (Pascal Visual Object Classes Challenge 2007) database [10] . This database is created for recognizing objects from a number of visual object classes in realistic scenes. There are 20 object classes used in this database. And there are 9963 annotated images in total, and each image is associated with 2.47 keywords on average.
For the automatic image annotation experiment, 8967 images with annotations are taken as the ground truth and the rest is used for testing. The test-train ratio is consistent with typical annotation methods, such as the label transfer mechanism [11] . The effectiveness of annotation performance is measured using precision, recall and F1, following previous studies.
For image retrieval experiment, images annotated using MKT are used to test the performance of retrieval incorporated semantic annotations. That is to say, the annotated 996 images are used as the testing database. Each image in testing database is taken as a query, and its annotation keywords are taken as expansion. All images in testing database including query image are ranked according to their similarities to the query image. And one retrieved image is considered to be relevant to the query if they share at least one keyword within the ground truth annotations, as indicated in [5] . The effectiveness of retrieval performance is measured using average Precision@K. For one query, Precision@K is the proportion of the relevant images among the top-K retrieved images.
Results and Comparisons
Each image is assigned with several keywords ranging from 1 to 6. The precision, recall and F1 values under different number of keywords are shown in Table 1 . For each query image in testing database, all the annotated keywords are used as expansion. Since each image can be assigned with one to six keywords, we test the performance with same number of keywords expansion (referred to as QEIS), which can be seen in Figure 2-7 . We count Precision@K with K varying from 5 to 30 with an interval of five.
For comparison, the performance of CBIR where only the visual features are used is given as the baseline method (referred to as visual-baseline). Furthermore, the retrieval performances where query images are represented using only keywords are also shown for comparison (referred to as semantic-baseline). 
. Precisions@K with Six Keywords for Query Expansion
From Figure 2 -7, we can observe some interesting results. Firstly, although the annotation keywords are incomplete and noisy, the retrieval performance is improved when incorporating them via query expansion. Let's take Figure 2 for instance, where one keyword is used as expansion. For visual_baseline and semantic_baseline methods, the Precision@10 are 36.7% and 28.8% respectively, and it is increased to 39.5% using query expansion. Secondly, regardless of the number of keywords used as expansion, retrieval performance is improved by query expansion. For example, the Precision@10 is 39.1% when two keywords are incorporated and 38.3% when five keywords are incorporated, as shown in fig3 and fig6 respectively. Both of them are higher than that of visual_baseline. Thirdly, for different number of retrieved images, precisions are increased in most cases. As shown in Figure 7 , Precisions@K with K= {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} of QEIS are higher than that of visual_baseline and semantic_baseline methods. The three images in the first column are taken as query separately, and the top eight retrieved images (covering query image) are listed in the corresponding row.
Conclusions
We have proposed a query expansion method which incorporates semantic annotations to improve the performance of content-based image retrieval. Though annotation keywords are incomplete and noisy, better performance can be obtained when they are incorporated into content-based image retrieval. The evaluation on the well-known Pascal VOC 2007 dataset indicates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
